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GPA CALCULATOR
GPA Calculator

- Student and advisor have the ability to project potential GPA's based on grades received in registered and in-progress courses.

- Students on academic probation and dismissal and financial aid suspension can easily assess grades needed to return to in good standing status.

- The "Term Calculator" is the most detailed, allowing the student to project grades for individual courses.
To see the predicted GPA based on what anticipated grades, click on GPA Calculator tab and then Term Calculator. Select the grade the anticipated in each course listed and click on the Calculate button.

The calculated GPA based on the selected grades will be displayed.
To determine what grades are needed to achieve a desired GPA, select the GPA Calculator tab and then the Advice Calculator. The current GPA and credits earned will appear and enter the desired GPA, then select the Calculate button.

The calculator will list the credits and grades needed to earn in order to achieve the desired GPA.
Graduation Calculator

Enter the total number of credits remaining toward the degree. Your current GPA will auto-fill, however, the calculator allows you to make changes to a hypothetical current GPA.

Enter the total number of credits required for your degree. Enter your Desired GPA. Click Calculate. The calculator will provide you with the GPA that you must average over the remaining credits in order to achieve the desired GPA.

Note: If the average GPA that you must maintain exceeds 4.00, you will receive an error message.
Thank You for helping to make Alamo GPS a success!
Help Us Make Alamo GPS Even Better

If you have questions, concerns, or suggestions after using Alamo GPS, please email the Alamo GPS leads at your college.

We will need your name and a brief description of the problem to provide you with the best assistance. We will email you as soon as we have resolved the issue or recorded your suggestion.